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6

Abstract7

There are lots of work for inferring genetic network architectures from state transition tables8

which correspond to time series of gene expression patterns, using the Boolean network model.9

Results of those computational experiments suggested that a small number of state transition10

(INPUT/OUTPUT) pairs are sufficient in order to infer the original Boolean network11

correctly. Tatsuya AKUTSU, Satoru MIYANO and Satoru KUHARA gave a mathematical12

proof for this. So there is possibility to devise an algorithm to generate all consistent genetic13

networks from a small number of gene expression patterns under the Boolean network model.14

15

Index terms— Generation, consistent network.16
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December nference of gene regulation mechanism from time series of gene expression patterns are getting more18
important especially due to the invention of DNA microarray technology. Expression profiles of several thousands19
of genes are now being produced for further analyses. Some methods have been proposed for the inference of20
gene regulation mechanism from time series of gene expression patterns.21

A statistical method is proposed by Arkin, Shen and Ross. They used correlation matrices to infer chemical22
reaction networks from time series of measured concentration of species. Though they treated chemical reaction23
networks, they also suggested that their method might be applied to genetic networks. However, it seems difficult24
to apply their method to the inference of large scale networks.25

A metabolic pathway is suggested to be inferred by DeRisi, Iyer and Brown from gene expression patterns of26
Saccharomyces cerevisiae obtained by using DNA microarrays. A network model similar to the Boolean network27
model is constructed by Yuh, Bolouri and Davidson from time series of expression patterns I General Terms :28
Gene network, gene regulatory network, Genetic network, gene expression pattern, Boolean network, microarray29
data, Sum of product, Boolean algebra. Keywords : Generation, consistent network. relating to a sea urchin30
gene. But their inference methods are not systematic or automatic. Besides, some studies have been done on the31
inference of genetic networks from state transition data using the Boolean network .32

On the other hannd, Liang, Fuhrman and Somogyi proposed an algorithm named REVEAL for inference of33
Boolean networks (corresponding to genetic networks) from state transition tables (corresponding to time series34
of gene expression patterns). REVEAL used information theoretic principles in order to reduce the search space.35
They made some computational experiments on REVEAL. The results suggested that only a small number of36
state transition pairs (100 pairs from 1015) were sufficient for inferring Boolean networks with 50 nodes (genes)37
whose in degree (the number of input nodes to a node) was bounded by 3.38

Tatsuya AKUTSU, Satoru MIYANO and Satoru KUHARA gave a mathematical proof for their observation.39
We will extend their algorithm to identify genetic networks from gene expression patterns derived by gene40
disruptions and gene over expressions using a Boolean network-like model. They proved mathematically a lower41
bound and an upper bound of the number of expression patterns required to identify the network correctly. In42
this paper we will try to extend try to provide an algorithm to generate all the consistent genetic networks43
from a small number of gene expression patterns under the Boolean network model. a) Genetic network A gene44
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regulatory network or genetic regulatory network (GRN) is a collection of DNA segments in a cell which interact45
with each other (indirectly through their RNA and protein expression products) and with other substances in46
the cell, thereby governing the rates at which genes in the network are transcribed into mRNA.47

2 b) Boolean Network48

A Boolean network G (V;F) consists of a set V = {v 1 ,v 2 ,??,v n } of nodes representing genes and a list F =49
(f 1 ,f 2 ,??,f n ) of Boolean functions, where a Booleanfunction f i (v i1 ,v i2 ,?,v ik ) with inputs from specified50
nodes v i1 ,v i2 ?,v ik is assigned to each node v i . For a subset U ? ? E-mail : E-mail : E-mail : E-mail : , Md.51
Rokon Uddin ¥ c) Definition of Problem52

Let (I j ;O j ) be a pair of expression patterns of {v 1 ,v 2 ,?.,v n }, where I j corresponds to the INPUT and O53
j corresponds to the OUTPUT. We call the pair (Ij;Oj) an example. We say that a node vi in a Boolean network54
G(V;F) is consistent with an example (Ij;Oj), if Oj(vi)= f i (I j (v i1 ,?I j (v ik )) holds. We say that a Boolean55
network G(V;F) is consistent with (I j ;O j ) if all nodes are consistent with (Ij;Oj). There are 2 n minterms of56
n variables, since a variable in the minterm expression can be in either its direct or its complemented form–two57
choices per n variables.58

It is apparent that minterm n gives a true value (i.e., 1 ) for just one combination of the input variables. If59
one is given a truth table of a logical function, it is possible to write the function as a ”sum of products”. This60
is a special form of disjunctive normal form. For example, if given the truth table for the arithmetic sum bit u61
of one bit position’s logic of an adder circuit, as a function of x and y from the addends and the carry in, ci: of62
V, an expression pattern of U is a function from U to {0,1}. An expression pattern of V is also called a state of63
a Boolean network. That is, represents the states of nodes (genes), where each node is assumed to take either 064
(not-express) or 1 (express) as its state value.©65

Figure 1(a) : A genetic network represented by Boolean network Suppose we have n number of nodes (v 1 ,66
v 2 ,??..v n ) and a pair of expression pattern (I,O), where I correspond to input pattern and O corresponds to67
output pattern. V 1 to v n are assumed to take either 0 (not-express) or 1 (express) as its state value. First we68
generate a Boolean network consistent with (I,O) and then eliminate nodes which aren’t essential to generate69
more networks. The idea is as follows:-1. Repeat step 2 for each node v i Ñ?” V.1 v 2 v 3 v ’ 1 v ’ 2 v ’ 3 v I 1 I70
2 I 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 O 1 O 2 O 3 G 1 2 ’ 1 v v = , 2 ’ 2 v v = AND (NOT 3 v ) = ’ 3 v NOT71
3 v d)72
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? using Sum of Product (SOP) notation based on input and output expression patterns (I and O). As here are74
3 genes we have got 3 Boolean expressions for them. They can be formulated according to previous discussion .75
They are listed below:-?? 1 ? = ?(3,5), ?? 2 ? = ?(0,5), ?? 3 ? = ?(0,3,6,7).76

Using the above example first we’ll calculate the running time of the propose 4d algorithm.77
To generate an Boolean equation for any state first we have to check how many 1s it has in output pattern.78

It can have maximum 2 n 1s. So O(n*2 n ) is the running time for generation of each equation. As there are n79
nodes and one variable is associated with each node so running time of step two of the algorithm is O(n 2 * 2 n80
).81

Again for each node, there can be maximum 2 n minterms and step 4 eliminates one minterm in each iteration.82
Now two minterms can be chosen in ? ?? 2 ? ways (let m = 2 n ). If we reduce one minterm at a time then83
complexity of step 4 can be calculated as follows:-84

In first iteration there are m minterms. So we can choose two of them to reduce into one in ? ?? 2 ? ways.85
In second iteration there are m-1 minterms. So we can choose two of them to reduce into one in ? ?? ?1 2 ?86
ways and so on. Similarly at the end we should have two minterms and we can choose them in one way. So the87
complexity will be On the other hand if we assign serial numbers to each row of the input expression patterns88
from 0 to 2 n -1 then some of products can be expressed with summation notation (?). For example, for the89
above table as in output column the row 1,2,4 and 7 contain 1, so the output ex[ression can be formulated as90
u(ci, x, y) = ? (1,2,4,7).ð�??”ð�??”(??) = ? ?? 2 ? +? ?? ?1 2 ? +? ?? ?2 2 ? +?.???+ ? ?? ?(?? ?3) 2 ? + ?91
?? ?(?? ?2) 2 ? = ? ?? +1 3 ? = (?? +1)! 3!(?? ?2)! = ?? 3 ??? 6 = (292

It is apparent that this notation can be simplified using the help of computer more easily and efficiently.93
Observing that the rows that have an output of 1 are the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 8th, we can write u as a sum of94

minterms m 1 ,m 2 ,m 4 , and m 7 . If we wish to verify this: u(ci, x, y) = m 1 + m 2 + m 4 + m 7 = (ci’ x’ y) + (ci’95
x y’) + (ci x’ y’) + (ci x y) evaluated for all 8 combinations of the three variables will match the table. network take96
binary values which are updated synchronously, whereas quantities of gene expressions in real cells are not binary97
and are changing continuously in time. However, owing to its simplicity, the proposed algorithm can be extended98
in various way. This algorithm can be extended to identify, count and enumerate all the consistent networks99
also. Finally, we believe that our theoretical results, along with the mathematical computations encourage the100
attempts to discover the gene regulation mechanism from time series of gene expression patterns. 1101
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(a) : Minterms formulation from a Boolean network
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.1 EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOMES a) Performance Analysis

.1 EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOMES a) Performance Analysis102

This paper improves the previous woks done by the authors worldwide.103
The improvements are listed below:-1) It generates only the consistent network. So overhead of checking104

inconsistent networks is eliminated. 2) Huge improvement is achieved in running time.105
3) As all consistent networks are generated, so counting problem is solved simultaneously. 4) The in degree/out106

degree have no limit. A node (gene) can be expressed by any number of nodes(genes).107
IV.108

.2 CONCLUSION109

We have proved mathematically that to generate all consistent Boolean networks it requires O(n*8 n ) times.110
For that purpose, we proposed a simple algorithm. Of course, real biological systems are different from Boolean111
networks nodes in a Boolean112
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